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Hi, I'm Akeshi!
CELEBRATIONS EXPERT | LUXURY WEDDING PLANNER & DESIGNER

| ENTREPRENEUR | LIFESTYLE INFLUENCER | AUTHOR

Welcome to the Akeshi Akinseye Media Kit, showcasing over

12 years of unparalleled excellence in luxury wedding/event

planning and design, entrepreneurship, and lifestyle curation.

Akeshi Akinseye's remarkable journey has made her a

sought-after authority in the world of events and lifestyle,

known for creating unforgettable celebrations and inspiring

authentic living.

AKESHI AKINSEYE is a renowned party and wedding

planner, floral designer, event designer, lifestyle expert,

author, speaker, and entrepreneur. Her vision is to inspire

and empower people to celebrate all of life's moments in style

and elegance, not just their wedding day. With a career

dedicated to bringing glamour and style to every celebration,

Akeshi is the founder and CEO of Kesh Events - a luxury

planning and design firm known for curating events for

discerning clients. She is also the force behind The Art of

Celebrating Magazine and Blog, a lifestyle magazine

providing inspiration for celebrations, homes, and life.

Akeshi's work and insights have been featured in national

publications, blogs, tv and radio. Akeshi has authored the

books, Festive Tables and The Art of Floral and Event

Design, and is a sought-after speaker at seminars and

conferences. Akeshi has appeared as a guest on TV

segments and radio interviews, sharing her expertise and

passion for celebrating life's moments in style.
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Akeshi Akinseye is a name synonymous with elegance,
innovation, and creative excellence. Her multi-faceted career
spans luxury wedding planning, event design, entrepreneurship,
lifestyle influence, and literary accomplishment.

Luxury Wedding Planner & Designer: With a
career spanning over a decade, Akeshi has
orchestrated and designed countless luxury
weddings and events that define sophistication and
style. Her attention to detail, innovation, and
personalized approach have earned her a
reputation as a visionary artist in the wedding
industry.

Entrepreneur: Beyond her event planning and
design ventures, Akeshi is a savvy entrepreneur.
She is the CEO of Kesh Events, an award-winning
luxury planning and design firm, and the founder of
The Kesh Experience, a unique platform dedicated
to mentoring emerging event professionals

Lifestyle Influencer: As the founder and editor-in-
chief of "The Art of Celebrating," Akeshi curates
content that inspires others to celebrate life's
moments with authenticity and style. Her lifestyle
influence extends to fashion, decor, and the art of
living elegantly.

Author: Akeshi is the author of two captivating
books, including "Festive Tables," which showcases
her expertise in designing stunning tablescapes and
adding a touch of luxury to celebrations.

Akeshi Akinseye's expertise and achievements have been recognized
and featured in prominent media outlets such as:
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Akeshi Akinseye's influence extends to various
brands and ventures that exemplify her commitment
to celebrating life in style. These include:

KESH EVENTS
KESHEVENTS.COM

Brands & Ventures

A global  luxury planning and design firm specializing
in crafting bespoke and extraordinary celebrations for
discerning clients.

THE ART OF CELEBRATING 
THEARTOFCELEBRATING.COM

A lifestyle blog and magazine dedicated to inspiring
others to curate meaningful celebrations and live
elegantly.

FESTIVE TABLES
FESTIVETABLES.COM

A book authored by Akeshi Akinseye that showcases
her expertise in designing stunning tablescapes for all
seasons.

THE KESH EXPERIENCE 
THEKESHEXPERIENCE.COM

A coaching  platform where Akeshi passionately
mentors emerging talents in the wedding and events
industry through her meberships, online courses and
workshops.

FOR INQUIRIES, COLLABORATIONS, OR MEDIA REQUESTS, PLEASE CONTACT:
C:312.927.0811   I    AKESHIAKINSEYE.COM |   E:AKESHI@KESHEVENTS.COM
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GET IN TOUCH

Disclaimer: This media kit is for informational purposes only and is not intended for distribution without the consent of Akeshi Akinseye.

www.akeshiakinseye.com
akeshi@keshevents.com

Connect with Akeshi Akinseye
Websites:

Akeshi Akinseye
Kesh Events
The Art of Celebrating
The Kesh Experience
Festive Tables

Instagram:
@akeshiakinseye
@keshevents

LinkedIn: Akeshi Akinseye
YouTube: Akeshi Akinseye
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